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Parents play the most important role in the overall development of their children. Parents are 

the right guidance that develops the character of the children. Parenting is an ongoing job 

almost lasts forever. As children need their parents from time to time to stay in the right track. 

We should mention that every successful child in life is due to his honest and responsible 

parents. Forming a good family in society is a great responsibility requires great of love and kind 

efforts to gain the fruits later. Parents always provide their children with support, warmth and 

true love to strengthen the emotional links between them and their children in a healthy 

atmosphere of care and love. Parents play a main social role in life of their children through the 

interaction inside the family and how arguments are settled in front of them. This interaction 

teaching them good values in their feelings and minds as well as a developing the team spirit 



and picking the right friends. Also, parents play a main role in providing their children with the 

Physical development like how to healthy, exercising regularly, being a famous player, and 

having the right diet to keep their bodies fit. Smart parents’ styles learn their children creativity, 

accepting failure, understanding discipline and the award –and punishment concept to keep 

their brains healthy. In addition to, the spiritual development parents always encourage children 

to understanding religion, prayer to understand the concept of the heavenly books. 

In contrast, there are many ways for children to show their gratefulness towards their parents to 

be kind towards them. Considering their point of views in life, as they practise different 

situations in life. Be grateful to all what they have done. Sharing good news and achievements 

with them. Sharing good news and achievements with them. Asking them for advice is one of 

the happiest matters in the life. Giving them your full attention. Showing them great respect. 

Calming them down when they are angry. Really parents are a priceless present from God. 
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